Guest lectures | For all graduate, bachelor’s and master’s degree programs
Title

Content of the session

Why cybersecurity

A spotit information security consultant will

everyone

protecting an organization against cybercrime.

is important for

explain why everyone has an important role in

Duration

Target audience

60 – 90 min.

Everyone

We will share practical tips to better protect
yourself.

Guest lectures | For the domains ICT security, networking, and systems
Title

Content of the session

Role of a CISO in a

Demonstration of how spotit handles a security

security incident

incident at a customer. Explanation of the 6

Duration

Target audience

60 min.

1st to last years

60 min.

1st to last years

60 min.

1st to last years

120 min.

Last years

steps of security incident response plan and
application to a real use case.
A day in the life of
a SOC analyst

Spotit has its own Security Operations Center

(SOC) in which analysts constantly investigate
incidents at customers. How do they work,

which tools do they use, and how do they act
when a security incident occurs?
Hands-on

Students can get hand-on practice with the

experience with

security tools used in our SOC. We will start the

security tooling
based on CTF

session with a short explanation of the tools.

Active Directory

We explain why it’s important to protect your

Defenses, the

defensive side, but also take a look at this

Kerberos

abuse the Kerberos authentication protocol?

Attacks &

misuse of

Microsoft Active Directory. We’ll zoom in on the
through the eyes of a hacker: how do they

A simulation of a

During a demonstration, our penetration tester

Russian Threat

shows how real Russian hackers work, and

Group attack

60 min.

Last years

60 min.

1st to last years

when and how the spotit SOC detects and
intervenes.

Graduated! What’s
next?

A spotit Academy trainee talks about his

transition from school to the work field. What
are the challenges? How to choose between
different options? What competencies and

knowledge do I really need? Which soft skills?
Optional: Beer o’clock @the campus
If the session takes place on a Thursday or Friday afternoon, we would love to organize a drink at your campus.
We will create a pleasant informal moment to introduce students and spotit professionals and answer student’s
questions. Drinks and snacks are on us!

Company visit
You are always welcome to visit us in one of our offices, located in Merelbeke, Antwerpen, and Herk-de-Stad. We
will give a presentation about how the spotit Security Operations Center (SOC) operates, combined with a guest
lecture if wished.
Duration: 1 to 3 hours
Number: max. 20 students
Optional: Beer o’clock @the office > If the visit takes place on a Thursday or Friday afternoon, we will organize a
drink in our office. Our professionals will attend to start a conversation with students and answer their questions.
Drinks and snacks are on us.

Internships
Every year, spotit offers different internships within the domains security and networking. They usually concern a
well-defined assignment or case, or a research & development activity.
Assignments 2023:
▪

Automate Microsoft Azure security assessment

▪

Cloud Security Maturity assessment

Interested?
Do you wish to talk about one of the above topics, or schedule a guest lecture?
Don’t hesitate to reach out to us via tboedt@spotit.be or call 0479/37.24.33

